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If your outfit isn’t speaking loud enough for you this season, let your accessories do the talking. 

Statement jewelry may have collected a bit of dust during Covid, but as life has resumed its regular 

scheduled programing, jewelry is making its comeback.  

Minimalism has been sweeping the trends since 2020 for a less-is more approach to fashion. Investing in 

pieces that will last through multiple seasons continues to be a shoppers' best bet. But what speaks 

louder than a pair of statement earrings to elaborate a simplistic look? This season's approach is 

#summerstatments as designers explore impactful, detail-driven and occasion-ready silhouettes. Let 

jewelry be the talking piece of your ensemble, as supersized proportions make their debut this summer. 

The runways have spoken with a heavy focus on a Y2K meets 90s minimalistic appeal. The top trending 

statements this season will be chocker necklace's, bold minimal cuffs and bangles, body jewelry, and 

statement drop or oversized hoop earrings.  

Elevate any look with a jewelry enhancement that stirs a conversation. Take note of geometric designs 

such as the heart, which flood the collections of Chanel and Versace this season. Or perhaps trade in 

typical white diamonds for the newest natural stone, the emerald, adding a pop of color to a neutral 

color palette. Above all, invest in silhouettes that exudes confidence.  

 Cartier flaunts its latest high-jewelry collection Beautés du Monde with Emerald as the star. Flushed 

with modern Art Décor design in every setting, the bold and elegant statement the Emerald makes is 

sure to draw necessary attention. Known for her distinctive sculptural and organic esthetic designs, 

renowned Italian designer, Elsa Peretti’s modern creations for Tiffany& Co such as her Bone cuff in gold 

or silver can be seen on celebrities across the red carpet. It is undoubtably a forever piece, worth the 

investment. Zimmerman proves that their Twisted Wild Flower Ear Cuff may be the only statement 

piece you need. Made from gold plated wire decorated in semi-precious stones, a sparkling floral garden 

winds up the ear with precision and grace. 

 

 

 


